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THE BENEFITS OF STRENGTHENING
BUILDINGS AGAINST EARTHQUAKES
ABOUT THIS PROJECT
This Hazard Note presents research
conducted by the University of Adelaide
and Geoscience Australia for the Bushfire
and Natural Hazards CRC’s Cost-effective
mitigation strategy development for
building related earthquake risk project.
Researchers identified forms of Australian
construction that are vulnerable to
earthquakes and developed an evidencebased risk and economic models to help
justify strengthening of existing buildings.
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SUMMARY
Although the international reinsurance industry

This project has identified the two most

around the country, when constructed of

recognises that a moderate earthquake in

seismically vulnerable forms of construction

Sydney is in their top-10 financial risks, there

in Australia – unreinforced masonry buildings

is a perception in the Australian construction

and low-ductility reinforced concrete

that this project developed for unreinforced

industry that design for earthquakes is a

buildings – and cost-effective techniques to

masonry buildings were implemented by the

poor use of money due to the low likelihood

mitigate damage. This evidence base enables

York Shire Council in Western Australia. York

of a strong earthquake in Australia. As the

building owners and government to make

has many heritage masonry buildings on the

September 2021 earthquake in Victoria

cost-effective decisions about strengthening

WA and national heritage registers that are

showed, cities like Melbourne are not immune

buildings against earthquake damage.

vulnerable to earthquake, with the heritage

to earthquake damage. This research

Researchers not only examined the impacts

value of the area significantly contributing

developed risk and economic-loss models

of building damage, but importantly also

to the local economy. A historic museum in

for earthquakes, which allow authorities

accounted for fatalities/injuries, business

York is now being used as a demonstration

to conduct cost–benefit analyses for

interruption and heritage structure impacts.

of effective examples of strengthening

economically justifiable seismic-strengthening

These findings are also relevant to the impact

against earthquakes, to develop skills in the

requirements for existing buildings.

of earthquakes on other infrastructure

local construction and building industries.

BACKGROUND

the post-disaster emergency management

Earthquakes have only been recognised

logistics and community recovery needs

that contribute disproportionately to

as a hazard in the design of Australian

following major earthquakes. With an

community risk are a) unreinforced masonry

buildings since 1995. This lack of

overall building replacement rate of

buildings and b) limited ductility reinforced

recognition resulted in many buildings

2% nationally, the legacy of vulnerable

concrete structures. The damage to these

representing a high risk to property, life

buildings persists in all cities and

building types in the event of a strong

and economic activity across the country.

predominates in most business districts

earthquake will not only lead to direct

These older buildings contribute to most of
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repair costs, but also to injury (including
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concrete and/or unreinforced masonry.
The evidence-based recommendations
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The evidence and recommendations were

2. conducted a risk assessment of the

to expand the building typologies beyond

implemented by the York Shire Council,

the six considered in this project, to include

buildings through an economic loss

where an unreinforced masonry building is

three more building types that are common

model with trial evaluations for a

now being used as a demonstration of how

throughout the rest of the state. These
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to effectively strengthen existing structures

retrofit strategies for all typologies will be

in collaboration with the Department

against earthquakes. This demonstration
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Shire Council and local residents) and a
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The project has also resulted in a follow-

This research could be expanded to

3. developed risk and economic loss models,

up project through the National Disaster

include other building types common

as well as recommendations for seismic

Resilience Program in Western Australia

across the rest of Australia. Demonstration
projects in states and territories other
than Western Australia will enable more
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